Release Engineering 3.0
Release engineering is the discipline of code integration, build, test execution, deployment, and delivery of high-quality software releases to users. First, the code contributions developed independently by an organization's developers must be integrated into a coherent whole. Then, the source code, libraries, and any other resources of the integrated components must be transformed ("built") into a working set of executables to enable testing and (if all is well) deployment into the production environment, such as a cloud, an app store, or some download server. Finally, the deployed product can be released at the right time to the right set of users. In other words, release engineering forms the vital link between software's design and development phases and the finished product's use and maintenance.
Releasing complex software systems on time with the right quality requires considerable process and technical changes. 1 This is especially true when you aim to perform continuous delivery (or even deployment), in which a software product should be shippable (or shipped) after each valid code change, automatically.
For example, continuous-integration builds and tests must be scaled up for increasing volumes of code changes, infrastructure requirements such as virtual machines or library dependencies must be codified using infrastructure-as-code programming languages, and operators should be able to roll back to a safe earlier release at the click of a button. Furthermore, the releaseengineering team needs to provide a feedback loop to the development team to flag architectural or design issues that inhibit achieving rapid, robust deployment. For example, for canary deployment or release, two versions of the system must be live at the same moment, which requires compatibility of APIs and database schemas.
Even though the practices of continuous delivery and deployment have become part of developers' vocabulary over the last eight years, the scope and nature of the process and technical changes we mentioned before have been costly to discover, often by trial and error. Even at this point, large software companies such as Google, Facebook, and Netflix, who were at the forefront of modern releaseengineering practices, have a long list of open challenges and issuesfor example, regarding the longterm viability and deficiencies of practices such as A/B testing or dark launching, or regarding dependency management in their ecosystems of autonomously updated microservices. Furthermore, new deployment platforms such as mobile-app stores still provide major challenges in terms of managing releases without having full control.
This brings us to the "3.0" moniker. Release Engineering 1.0 and 2.0 refer, respectively, to traditional ad hoc release engineering and today's highly automated release engineering for general-purpose cloud and mobile systems. In contrast, Release Engineering 3.0 targets the future iteration of releaseengineering processes aimed at supporting small companies, start-ups, civic organizations, government administrations, and safety-critical industries. For example, the software in cars, hospital equipment, or election software needs updates to deliver critical bug fixes and new functionality. However, without proper precautions, innocent lives could be at stake. Similarly, how should we go about continuously delivering software in new domains such as the Internet of Things or swarm robotics, without endangering people?
Ideally, small companies, startups, civic organizations, government administrations, and safety-critical industries (healthcare, the automotive industry, and so on) should be able to select and adopt a releaseengineering process and tool chain that fit their needs. Yet, such an "out-of-the-box" process and tool chain are far from a reality, and so are textbooks or experience reports with empirically validated best practices for release engineering. Although many blogs and papers and some books discuss release engineering for large cloud applications and (to some extent) mobile apps, no thorough treatment exists of today's challenges and solutions for release engineering of the "other 80 percent" of software systems.
In This Issue
This theme issue aims to get the ball rolling on Release Engineering 3.0 and stimulate both industry practitioners and researchers to reflect on what such release-engineering practices and tools could look like and how they could evolve out of 
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